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1. Rediscovering Water

For the first 1,000 years of human history on Oahu, the
Polynesians were highly conscious of water. The same was
true for the first 100 years of the Western period. Then water
drillers discovered Oahu's underground water bonanza. This
started 50 years of laissez faire water use, followed by the most
r~cent50 years of management by the Board ofWater Supply.

So, for eleven hundred years water was relatively scarce on
Oahu; and water has been abundant for only 100 years. Yet
this last one-twelfth of our history shapes most of our
thinking. It covers the memory ofthe living. It covers most of
our written history. It has created a mentality of abundance.
For most of the past 100 years the water supply of Oahu has
been s·o enormous relative to our needs, so pure, and so cheap,
that collective awareness of water has dimmed.

Now we are beginning to rediscover water's importance.
N ow-something over 1200 years after the beginning of the
Polynesian era, just over 200 years after Captain Cook's
landing, exactly 100 years after the discovery of Oahu's great
underground water source, and 50 years after the
establishment of the Board of Water Supply-we are
experiencing another momentous change.

We are entering the era of water conservation.
Recent droughts have introduced us to this new era. We

have been forced into making short-term water savings. The
time of long-term scarcity is approaching much more rapidly
than had been thought. Not long ago, the year 2020 was said
to be the date when demand would equal existing supply. Now
that projection has dropped 20 years. The year 2000 may be
the year. In fact, we may hit our natural water limit even
sooner, by the year 1990, given existing uncertainties about
the nature of supply and the level of demand.
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At any rate, water conservation is upon us. Our only choices
lie in how readily we see and understand the facts, and in how
readily and how well we adjust.

In this transition, understanding water and appreciating
water are essential. As the Board ofWater Supply observes its
50th year of operation, it is deeply immersed in making this
transition. It is seeking to hasten the social rediscovery ofthe
importance of water. And that is what this 50th anniversary
booklet, Rediscovering Water, is all about.
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2. The Beginning

Look to the mountains. In the tops of the central Koolau
Range, over 250 inches ofrain falls in a year. To visualize this,
imagine a six-foot tall man. Stand a second six-foot man on
the shoulders ofthe first, a third on top of the second, and then
a fourth on top of the third. The man on top is teetering in the
250-inch zone. Ifayear ofrain could be stacked in a moment of
time, this is how high it would be.

"Twas in Koolau I met with the rain ..." an old hula chant
said. "The mountain walls leap with the rain."

To appreciate Oahu's water system, you must make this one
connection of natural history-the connection between
Oahu's high mountains and Oahu's abundant rainfall.
Moisture from the ocean is driven up against the mountains,
where it rises, cools, condenses and falls as rain. The many
low-lying islands of the Pacific are water-poor. We are a high
island and we are water-rich. So, for the beginning of Oahu's
water history, look to the mountains.
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3. The Polynesians

Today you can still experience the water-consciousness of
the early Hawaiians by examining the Hawaiian language.
The word for water is wai. When it is repeated, its meaning
more than doubles. Waiwai!

Waiwai means prosperity, wealth and fullness. To the
Hawaiians who settled Oahu, water was consciously
associated with prosperity. They found in Oahu an island
where parts ofthe land had water, while large areas were dry
and forbidding. They found enough water to do well in
selected areas, but not enough to become water-rich-or to
take water for granted, or to forget that water is life itself.

When the Polynesians first came here, much more water
could be found on Oahu's surface than can be found today.
Springs and streams abounded. The Hawaiians named one
great spring wai-pahu, at the site of the future plantation
town on the leeward side. They named another spring ka-wai
hao, near the future site ofthe church. The name wai-kane told
of the intimate relationship between wai and the great god
Kane, giver oflife. You can circle the entire island, and always
be reminded of the Hawaiian consciousness of water: wai
manalo, wai-kiki, wai-mea, wai-ahole.

Streams which do not now exist were the sites of whole
villages and farming systems. Streams ran full which today
are only empty beds of rock.

Kapus governed the use of water. Water was not to be
treated carelessly. In the higher reaches of a stream, the water
was kapu for drinking. Then came the section for irrigation,
then for washing utensils and, near the shore, the section for
bathing.

The rules governing water came to be thought of as the rules
of society. Water law became the law. Look again at the
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language, and it will tell you about the central role of water in
the Hawaiian view of things. The word kana meant
"belonging to," or "equally sharing;" but the word kanawai
came to mean "law in general." Where Westerners speak of
"the law of the land," the Hawaiian view tied law to water.
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4. The Hawaiians
As Water Developers

As Hawaiians multiplied and colonized Oahu, they
managed water with increasing diligence. In effect, they were
the first to develop Oahu's water resources. As members ofthe
Polynesian family, the first settlers were accustomed to
growing things which needed a minimum oftending, such as
yams, bananas and breadfruits. But in Hawaii the
Polynesian settlers began seriously to cultivate wet-land taro,
which required irrigation and considerable tending. They
began to dam streams, dig ditches and divert water into the
taro loci.'The practices oftaro planting tell us, again, that their
kanawai was: Do-not-waste.

The taro patch, or lo ci, was carefully prepared so as to
minimize the leakage of water. The people gathered to sing
and dance and party in the new patches for any number of
social and religious reasons, but the first reason was to tramp
down the earth and make it water-tight. Planters shared in
the ditching and damming; and, if ever a person was caught
breaking a water dam, that person was killed and his body
was used to fill the hole in the dam. That was law.

The ditches feeding the loci ran outward from the stream.
Over centuries they became more elaborate. By using the wai
carefully, the Hawaiians brought a great deal of land into
cultivation. They spread up and out from the streams, so
eventually there were large villages and taro farms wherever
there was a good supply of surface water. Today you hear
people say, "Waikiki used to be a duck pond." That was merely
a transition stage. Actually, Waikiki used to be a very large
taro farm. It covered what is now Kapiolani Park, the zoo and
Kalakaua Avenue. It ran up into Moiliili. Manoa Valley was
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covered with taro. Palolo was extensively planted with taro.
So was Pauoa. In Nuuanu, taro ran all the way up to what is
now the Dowsett neighborhood. There were comparable
plantings in Kalihi and Moanalua. An enormous taro
complex covered much of the windward side, as well as areas
of Waimea and Waialua.

The Hawaiians began the process which goes on today,
making arid land into verdant land. One water ditch found in
Waialua is over two miles long. Water was piped through split
bamboo and wooden-trough flumes. No doubt the Oahu
people were studying the engineering of Kauai, where people
had built a stone aqueduct around the cliffs of Kalalau, and
also the Menehune ditch. Very clearly the Hawaiians were
adept exploiters and managers of water. Yet in their thousand
years of exclusive tenure here, they had only begun to tap
Oahu's vast water resources.

Large areas of Oahu were barren. All the early sketches
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remind us ofthis fact. The plains ofHonolulu were dry and the
vegetation sparse. Kaimuki was dry. All of southeast Oahu,
from Waialae to Hawaii Kai, was dry. Ewa was dry. The
Waianae coast was very dry. N anakuli is said to have been
named to reflect its poverty. People would look (nana) at the
place, then pass on by. Much of the north shore was dry. In
all, much more of Oahu's flat land was dry than not.

rr:he bareness of much of Oahu reflected the limits of what
you can do with springs and streams. Yet because water ran
so freely from the ground, surely there was more water
underground. Auwe! Near the shore, the Hawaiians dug
shallow wells and lined them with rocks. Fresh water seeped
in. With their shallow, near-shore wells, the Hawaiians got a
little ways down into the next great water idea, which was
well-drilling.
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5. The Early Western
Years (1778-1879)

Dating from Captain Cook's voyage, the Western
settlement muddled along for 100 years, using the traditional
sources of streams and springs. The old taro culture receded,
while a new commercial culture began to grow in Honolulu.
No doubt the Hawaiian kapus governing water were broken,
along with other kapus. Many taro farms fell into disuse.

But in water terms, nothing new immediately took the place
of the Hawaiian system. The new settlers merely used water
and dirtied water. They set loose hooved animals which
damaged the mountain watershed and fouled the water.
Mountains were stripped of their foliage, and the mountain
streams flooded. When the rains stopped, streams were also
more prone to run dry. Water was a worry. As the settlement
around the harbor grew, water became more of a worry. In
1848, the kingdom built a dam in Nuuanu, then piped the
water to the harbor. This fledgling water system was
supposed to last indefinitely, but soon the water scares
resumed. The dry areas of Oahu remained dry. In the dust and
heat of the plains, cattle ranching was the most productive
activity the new settlers could muster. There were ranches in
the dry parts of the north shore and also on the leeward side.
Today's suburbs of southeast Oahu were in cattle. M's Ranch
House in Aina Haina was named for the real thing. Aina
Haina was cattle country.

For the young city of Honolulu to grow, and for sugar and
other crops to be widely planted, the water of streams and
springs was clearly inadequate.
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6. The Water Lens

Creating a new water system hinged on understanding, or
at least guessing at, the workings of nature. On the earth's
surface, only a very few things naturally occur in liquid form.
One is water, and itis most usually a liquid. Another is molten
lava, but at surface temperatures molten lava turns into a
highly porous rock. Having many openings, lava rock holds a
lot of water. Much of the 250-inch rains of the mountains
trickles down into the volcanic rock. A little is trapped inside
crevices, and the rest percolates ever so slowly down into
saturated rock. Since fresh water is lighter than salt water, it
floats inside the lava rock on top of salt water, forming a lens
shaped reservoir which, in an undisturbed state, reached as
high as 43 feet above sea level.*

Clues of underground water sources were everywhere.
There were the springs, such as at Punahou, where the
Western settlers built a school; and at Kawaiahao, where
they built a church. There were the shallow Hawaiian wells
along the shore. From the island of Hawaii, there were stories
of Hawaiian divers plunging into the ocean with a bottle,
stoppered with a finger. The diver swam down, allowed the
bottle to fill, again stoppered it, and returned to the surface.
He had a bottle of fresh water. Cattle also gave this clue.
People saw cattle walk into the surf, dip their heads under the
brackish surface water and drink from the subsurface zone.

The island was leaking fresh water into the ocean.
Somehow, it must have been reasoned, the island is a great
sponge-like reservoir of fresh water.

* The Ghyben-Herzberg lens, named for the scientists who de
scribed it.
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7. The Era
of Abundance

James Campbell had a ranch in the dry, dusty plain ofEwa.
In 1878 he went to California and watched water drillers
working in the Santa Clara Valley. The next year, Campbell
returned with one of those drillers, James Ashley. Near
Campbell's house, about a quarter of a mile from the ocean,
James Ashley erected a drilling rig. It consisted of a wooden
tower and a bit which was winched up and down on a cable.
On July 1, 1879, Ashley began to dig into the earth. He dug to a
hundred feet, then two hundred feet. Around the 222-foot
mark, he hit a hard clay that was dark red in color. By then he
had been digging for four weeks. He was down more than two
thirds the distance of a football field.

Ashley went through several feet of the clay. Suddenly
water came gushing to the surfact. Ashley had hit the
underground water lens.

That moment was a pivotal point in the history of Oahu and
the history of Hawaii. In that moment, Oahu changed from an
island with a sharply limited water supply into an island with
a water supply potentially so enormous that it would seem, in
years to come, limitless. The brown parts of Oahu would soon
turn green. The vast areas which the Hawaiians had never
cultivated, and which the early haoles only ranched or used
marginally, would soon be developed and put into production.
With abundant water, the era of rapid agricultural, industrial
and urban development began.

There was some immediate awareness of the significance of
Ashley's discovery. Ashley hit water on a Wednesday. On the
following Saturday, the Advertiser carried a story on the
discovery. Yet the standard hIstories either pass quickly over
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this moment or ignore it altogether. Where reams have been
written about the importance of opening U.S. markets to
Hawaii sugar in 1876, little has been made ofthe discovery of
underground water three years later.
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8. The Sugar Kingdom

Up to the time of Ashley's well, sugar was confined mainly
to the wet uplands and to the heavy rainfall areas of
windward Oahu. It was competing for pre-eminence with rice,
a crop now forgotten. What sugar needed was irrigation water
and plenty of it. Sugar plants consume60 to 70 inches ofwater
in a year. When irrigated by traditional methods, they require
about twice that amount, because a large part of the water
runs off.* Sugar needs water just as much in the dry months
as it does in the wet months. The life cycle of sugar spans two
years, and the plants need water continuously for most ofthat
time.

Men who saw what irrigation would mean to sugar built
financial empires which heavily influence life in Hawaii to
this day. B.F. Dillingham leased Campbell's Ewa land. For
sugar development, he subleased the land to W.R. Castle, who
founded Ewa Plantation. Then Dillingham proceeded to build
his OR&L railroad to service the sugar kingdoms of the
leeward side.

Just as water made sugar possible, water enabled Honolulu
to evolve as a city. Less than seven months after Campbell's
well drilled, a man named A.D. Marques began drilling near
Punahou at the mouth ofManoa Valley. On April 28, 1880, the
well came in. It too was an artesian well, like Campbell's. A
third well was successfully drilled in the McCully area before
the end of 1880, and within two years the number of wells

*The traditional method is furrow irrigation. It requires 100
percent to 150 percent more water than the plant actually consumes.
Sprinkler irrigation requires 25 to 50 percent more water than the
plant actually consumes. Drip irrigation requires only 10 percent
more than the plant actually consumes.
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totaled fifteen. One well was drilled on the grounds of Iolani
Palace, another at Thomas Square.

The intensity of the demand for water can be measured
today by the furious pace at which drilling took place. The
famous McCandless brothers drilled 35 wells in eight years.
By 1910, there were 430 wells throughout Oahu. Many of the
early wells were drilled to satisfy the demands of the people of
Honolulu, but the largest share of the water went to sugar.
One rule ofthumb for sugar is that you need a million gallons
a day for every hundred acres .of sugar. Imagine what that
meant as the sugar planters quickly expanded cultivation on
Oahu to over 40,000 acres.

The economic climate was laissez faire. The water resource
seemed inexhaustible. The attitude must have been, "There's
more where that came from." The short-term results of water
abundance were flabbergasting. One writer describing
leeward Oahu said that water was "fast converting this
dreary barren plain into a sea of verdure and a hive of
industry."
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9. The Price
of Laissez Faire

When Ashley struck water in 1879, the water lens arched as
high as 43 feet above sea level. As a result of unregulated and
wasteful pumping, far more water was taken from the lens
than was returned to the lens by the rains. In only 30 years,
the water table dropped by a third. Part of the impact was
visible. Much less water ran in springs and streams. A report
on the great springs above Pearl Harbor told how plentiful
things had been: "The largest and strongest streams come
from the bluff at a height of twenty to twenty-five feet above
the tide level, and from this height all the way down to sea
level the slopes for miles are like a great spongeful of water,
oozing out in a myriad of little streams."

After the water table was pumped down, the oozing of "a
myriad of little streams" was a fraction of what it had been.

Many of the wells which had been dug were near the ocean.
As the water table fell, the water lens contracted. Fresh water
was replaced by brackish and salt water. The wells "salted
up." A water panic ensued.

By 1915, essentially all of the sugar planting had been
completed. The 1879 population of Oahu had more than
tripled. In that year the Honolulu Water Commission
announced, "All sources of water must be conserved." The
situation got worse.

Two years later, the commission issued another alarming
report. It said that the water system was overtaxed, there was
no plan to guide it, and the water table was continuing to fall
steadily. "If radical remedial steps are not promptly taken, its
complete failure or at least extreme diminution is due at an
early date." The driest weather on record hit Oahu in 1926.

22
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Water became a hot political issue.
The management of water, such as it had been, had passed

from the Hawaiian kingdom to the Republic of Hawaii, to the
Territory of Hawaii, and then to the City and County of
Honolulu. The City had a Water Works Department which
became infested with corruption. An audit revealed that
$120,000 was either embezzled or lost through
mismanagement. Three employees went to prison, and a
public cry went up for a water system that was "above
politics."
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10. 1929: The Board
of Water Supply

After fierce in-fighting, the Legislature passed the law
creating the Board of Water Supply. The board became a city
related yet heavily autonomous agency with the power to
develop water, sell, it, and broadly plan for Oahu's water
future. The Board commenced operation in 1929.

The first Board manager was an engineer, Fred Ohrt. Under
his direction, the first truly effective water management
system was put into effect. The new Board capped wasteful
artesian wells. It put casings inside leaky wells. It installed
water meters for consumers and billed them at fixed rates. The
water table stabilized, and the water scare receded into
history.

In addition to establishing the Board, the Territory
protected the mountain watersheds as forest reserves. Forests
were planted or replanted. Today in the forest reserves you see
great eucalyptus trees standing in strangely geometric rows.
They are a monument to an early understanding that the well
being of the entire Island is tied to the well-being ofthe areas
of high rainfall.

Properly managed, with the prime watershed areas
protected, the water supply again seemed almost endlessly
abundant. Sugar continued to pump water from the earth at a
tremendous rate. The population of Oahu multiplied many
times. The rate of consumption per person rose steadily as
people became more affluent and as water-using technology
proliferated. There were not only more and more people on
Oahu, but anyone person was likely to be using more and
more water.

Occasionally, as during the population leap caused by
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World War II, there were water shortages. Occasionally
someone would remind the public, as geologist Harold S.
Palmer did in 1946, that Oahu's pure water "is not an
inexhaustible commodity."

"On the contrary," Palmer noted, "its amount is absolutely
dependent on the rainfall and on the characteristics of the
rocks underlying the region." From the beginning, a cadre of
people had been continuously concerned about the limits
described by Palmer, yet people in general were not.

The Board's
first manager,

Fred Ohrt
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11. More People,
More and More Water

For its first 50 years, Honolulu was a very small city. It was
more a town than a city. Early-day Honolulu had about 12,000
people. By 1879, the population still was only 14,000. Yet in the
two decades after Ashley discovered underground water,
Honolulu's population doubled. By the time the Board of
Water Supply was set up in 1929, the population had increased
ten-fold. By the time Pearl Harbor was bombed in 1941, the
population of 1929 again had doubled. By Statehood, it had
doubled again.

None of this could have occurred without abundant water:
"Life can exist on land only where there is liquid water; it can
exist in quantity only where water is abundant."

Today the water system of Oahu supports well over 700,000
people. Most Iive in or around the metropolitan area of
Honolulu For the entire Island this is an average of about
1,225 people per square mile, or more than 35 times the densi ty
of the population at the time of Ashley's 1879 discovery.

/l'he water supply did not create the population, but water
made it possible. This large and quickly growing population is
now one of the major factors straining against nature's water
limits.,
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12. Luxury
Users of Water

A second major factor is that Oahu's people are luxury users
of water. Use of water has not merely increased along with
population. Rather, water use has raced far ahead of
population. In rough numbers, water use has increased at
more than twice the rate of population increase. In a study, the
Board of Water Supply found that in the years between 1960
and 1975, the population of Oahu grew at the rapid rate of2.3
percent per year. During this time, use of water grew at a rate
of 5.6 percent per year, or more than twice as fast. Counting all
forms of water use, average consumption per person now is
over 200 gallons of water a day.

Such a soaring rate of water consumption reflects wealth,
development and technology. It reflects a proliferation of
indoor plumbing, flush toilets, baths, sinks, garbage
disposals, washing machines, dish washers, car washes, air
conditioners, water pics, and a hundred other items which
only a wealthy community can finance. It reflects a mentality
of abundance.

In water terms, we all drive Cadillacs. "We are luxury users
of water," a Board study noted.

Oahu's water is readily accessible. It comes from virtually
beneath our feet. It is disease-free. It usually need not be
treated chemically. If for some reason chlorination of water
became necessary, this procedure alone would cost the water
users of Oahu roughly $5 million a year.

For further perspective on Oahu's water luxury, compare
the Oahu system to neighboring Pacific communities. On the
low-lying island of Kwajalein, rain water is gathered on the
runways built for airplanes. In Los Angeles, water is
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transported from the Colorado River more than 400 miles
away. Routinely, water derived from the surface of the earth,
regardless of location, must be filtered and chlorinated to
prevent epidemics.

One way to judge water quality is in parts per million (ppm)
of chloride. The usual standard for drinking water is 250 ppm.
In Saipan, people drink water of 500 ppm. By comparison, our
chloride count is sometimes as low as 30 ppm and no higher
than 90 ppm. Our water is as clear as good glass. It has no
disagreeable taste. It has no odor. Yet no one notices its purity
until its purity is diminished. Then everyone gets upset. This
happened in Aiea, where the chloride count temporarily went
up to 125 ppm, or one half the accepted level and one-fourth
the Saipan level. The public protested. The Board of Water
Supply soon began serving up its customary fare, 30 ppm.

People have come here from around the world to study our
water system. What they have seen is a pattern of luxury
water use beyond most people's dreams. .
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13. The Arithmetic
of Alarm

Eor every gallon of water pumped by the Board of Water
Supply in 1955, the Board was pumping three and a half
gallons by 1975. The arithmetic of water consumption is
carried on in millions of gallons of water each day, or mgds.
Millions of gallons a day. Sugar takes about 240 mgds. Other
private wells take about 35 mgd. The military takes another
30. As public consumption rises, total pumping rapidly
approaches the more cautious estimates of how much the
water system can produce-around 480 mgd. To take more
water out than nature puts in is to lower the water table.
Potentially, it will destroy the system.

If nature's habits shift slightly, it is precarious to be
pumping so close to this danger line. In effect this is what
happened in the 1975 drought. Rainfall was down by 15
percent. In 1976, rainfall was down even more, by over 20
percent. As the island dried out, use of water accelerated even
more. People watered their yards more, their plants more,
gardens, fields, etc. Not only population increases and new
technology, but drought as well, drove water consumption up
and up.
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14. The Water Watch

At a time of mounting concern over water, the Board's
capacity to both monitor and manage the underground water
system has never been better. From each well and reservoir,
data on the water supply in the form of electronic impulses
feeds through telephone lines to the Board's WATCCH* room.
In the same single room, pumps are switched on and off
island-wide, mains are opened and closed, and water
pressures are monitored and recorded. Computers constantly
compile this information in usable form. A huge lighted board
reflects what is happening throughout the system (a display
of information which is soon to be reduced to TV-screen size).

Yet the technology of management, no matter how
impressive, cannot alter the fundamental fact that nature's
water supply is limited. In fact, the impression of power
inherent in technology may even get in the way of
conservation. Technology dims our consciousness of water.
Technology obscures nature's water system from view.

Technology allows for water to be pumped from
underground sources through underground mains. It allows
for water to be measured by unseen meters and to be
monitored by electronics and computers. We are so very good
at technology that technology seems to create a wholly unreal
perception of water. Where does water come from? It comes
from a tap.

Yet on August 12, 1977, when Board manager Edward
Hirata appealed to users for a 10 percent water savings,
consumption dropped immediately. Over a 12-month period,
even though the population continued to grow and the

* Water Control Center of Honolulu.
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economy continued to expand, total consumption decreased
by more than six percent. Given the growth ofthe population,
Hirata's 10 percent goal was reached, or nearly reached.
Although normal rainfall resumed in the spring of 1978, the
conservation effect seemed to hold. Per capita consumption of
216- gallons a day was down to 20l.

Sometimes the public is perceived as being hopelessly out of
touch with the systems which sustain life. As we have seen,
the Oahu public is made up ofluxury water consumers, and it
is shaped by the impersonal forces of high technology and
increasing urbanization. In that light, the fact that people
responded voluntarily to the Board's appeal seems to be of
great importance.
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15. The New Era

The voluntary conservation program was really the
beginning of the new era. In this era, the need to conserve
water will recur. And over the years, conservation will only
become more important. We are more water-conscious now
than we were. We will become more so.

This new era probably has things in store for us that we
cannot now see. But some of its characteristics are becoming
apparent. Let us look at them.

New Habits
Information-and repetition of information-creates

heightened awareness. And heightened awareness creates
new habits.

Serious information on water is likely to proliferate through
many media-newspapers, magazines, television, books,
comics, audiovisual shows and displays. Serious information
will be reinforced by one-liners. Consider: "No Matter the
Weather, Bathe Together," or "Don't Blush, Share A Flush."

In the beginning days of the voluntary conservation
program, the power of information was apparent. People who
conscientiously apply conservation can cut household water
consumption dramatically-by as much as 50 percent. As
water becomes an even more serious concern, information
campaigns on water seem certain to intensify.

Where public education fails to influence some people,
higher water bills may do so.
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Rising Costs

When the Board of Water Supply began operation in 1929, it
sold water for 91/2 cents per 1,000 gallons. In its 50th year, the
Board still sells water for only 64 cents per 1,000 gallons.
Realistically, that price is probably something like penny
licorice or dime comic books.

Water is like other basic resources. It is subject to laws of
supply and demand. In a few brief years, the price of oil
inflated seven-fold. The inflation offood prices is practically a
daily headline. The relative scarcity of readily accessible
metals is driving nations to expensive schemes of deep-ocean
mining. When water consumption approaches nature's limits,
it is thrown into a comparable situation.

Given the long-term costs of re-tooling the water system,
and given the cost of developing new sources of water, further
increases in the price of water are likely.

New Equipment

When water prices go high enough, conversion to water
saving equipment will be more than good citizenship. It will
make good economic sense.

Some examples of water-saving technology are already
becoming familiar.

Washing machines can be set to use less water for small
loads. The three-and-one-half gallon water closet uses a
gallon and a half less water than the traditional design.
Showerheads, with small holes and shutoff valves which
allow you to conveniently turn offthe flow of water while you
lather, are on the market. There are also water-saving designs
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for dishwashers. Many other water-conscious designs are
appearmg.

To encourage conversion to water-saving equipment, the
Board is proposing tax incentives. The Board is also
proposing that the building codes be amended to require
water-saving equipment in all new construction.

Planning
Just as abundant water allowed Oahu to develop freely, so

limited water will restrain development. At every proposed
new step in Oahu's development, planners will be asking:
"What does this mean in terms of water?"

How much more land should be developed for housing? For
industry? Where should development occur? Can industrial
development be designed to use non-potable water?

What about sugar? Should sugar be allowed to use so much
water? Should sugar be pushed out of Oahu? What would that
do to the economy? How much water do diversified
agricultural crops use?

Can the forest preserves be further violated? At what price
in water? Should any land be developed which now catches a
substantial amount of water?

These are not new questions, but as people become more
water-conscious, these questions acquire a new urgency.

Controls
As consumption of water threatens nature's supply,

government is assuming vast new powers to regulate water
use.

In 1978, the Board of Water Supply adopted farreaching
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new regulations. They can be used if the water table falls, or if
the salt content of the underground water supply increases.
This power covers both public and private wells, including
plantation wells.

In response to danger signals, the Board will call for
voluntary restraint on consumption (stage one). If this does
not work, the Board then can allot consumption by sectors
(stage two). It also can order cuts in consumption of up to 10
percent.

If the problem becomes critical (stage three), the Board is
empowered to order cuts in consumption in private wells by as
much as 30 percent. The Board can charge penalty rates for
over-consumption of up to twenty times normal rates. The
Board can turn off public fountains and ban the serving of
water in restaurants. It can ban the watering of lawns, the
washing 'of cars, and the use of swimming pools. In short, the
Board has extensive new power which it so far has not used.

The State government likewise has extensive power to
regulate water. In 1959, State law empowered the Department
of Land and Natural Resources to regulate consumption if the
water table falls and salt content rises. And in 1979, the
Legislature, at the direction of the 1978 Constitutional
Convention, created a new state water agency. Its
constitutionally assigned tasks are to set "water use
priorities" and establish procedures "for regulating all use of
Hawaii's water resources."

Who Gets What
The idea of allocating water, and ofcontrolling both private

and public consumption, is aimed at getting all elements of
society to shoulder the job ofconservation. The supply is, after
all, essentially a single supply.

As we have noted, sugar now uses about one-half of all the
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water pumped from the underground supply.* Much ofthis is
lower-quality water. Perhaps only half of it is good for
drinking. Other private wells use a significant fraction ofthe
total, as do military wells.

Of the water sold by the Board of Water Supply, 60 percent
goes to people's homes. Another 20 percent goes to commerce
and industry, 10 percent to local government and six percent
to hotels.

Alternatives
Planners at the Board of Water Supply have been working

on alternative water sources for many years, but no
technological "fix" has appeared to solve the problem.
Generally such alternatives as exist will yield lower-quality
water at considerably increased costs.

The project nearest success is the trading of treated sewage
for drinkable irrigation water. Research indicates this can be
done. If the trade is made between the sugar industry and the
Board of Water Supply, it might add something like five
percent to the total supply.

Trading now-unused stream water for pure underground
water now used in sugarcane irrigation also is being studied.
This too could expand the water supply by a small fraction.
Filtering and purifying stream water and spring water also
have been studied. This approach likewise would expand the
total water supply by a small fraction.

Then there is the ocean. Only desalting the water of the
ocean would produce a quantum leap in supply. The argument
divides two ways. Some say the cost is prohibitive,
particularly in light of increased energy costs. Others say cost

* Sugar planting on Oahu has declined from a high of42,300 acres
to 35,000 acres.
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is high but within the range of what people will eventually be
willing to pay for water. Current estimates are that
desalinated water would cost five to 10 times more than water
now costs.

With unused water all around us, we will not "run out of
water." Yet to significantly expand the water supply will
drive water costs up sharply. And the resulting additional
supply will be of lower quality. In the new era, the crucial
tradeoffs will occur among these factors-conservation,
development of alternative water sources, cost and quality.
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16. Summing Up

We are still water-rich; it is merely the limit ofthe riches that
is being discovered. And with this, the meaning of water is
being rediscovered.

In this rediscovery, a dimension of the past seems helpful:
Neither the Hawaiian culture nor the early Western culture
enjoyed anything approaching the current supply of water.
For all but a small fraction of Oahu's known history, people
have lived on a modest water budget, practicing conservation.

It was the tapping ofunderground water which temporarily
obliterated the conservation habit. A flurry ofdrilling activity
made Oahu water-rich very quickly. The definition oflifewas
basically altered. The sugar industry boomed. Honolulu,
which for decades was a small town, rapidly grew into a city
(and now is America's 13th largest city).

Could things ever have been otherwise? Was much of the
landscape once barren and brown? Was it not always lush
and green?

People became luxury users of water without ever thinking
of themselves as such. One of the best water supplies in the
world became generally taken for granted.

Yet the arithmetic of nature's supply versus consumption
eventually had its effect. Not that nature had changed. Look
to the mountains:

"Twas in Koolau I met with the rain ... The mountain walls
leap with the rain."

But the basic supply has been strained by 100 years of
sweeping change-by constantly growing and diversifying
industry, by more and more people, and by a higher and
higher standard of living. Nature after all has its limit, and
because of that fact we return to the kanawai: do-not-waste.
No other real choice exists.
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